
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 
Purple Hippo 
 
When Mouse Deer slipped from the village of men 
He skipped through the trees and was surprised when 
Fiery eyes glowered on the pathway ahead 
Mouse Deer paused, then softly said; 
TIGER! TIGER! Burning bright!  
In the forest of the night! 
A magnificent beast, the lord of the jungle 
His teeth shone white, his tummy rumbled 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famous Mouse Deer! 
We’ve heard that you’ve been to the land of the men 
We’ve heard that you’ve gone and tricked them again 
Now I’m so glad to see you are back 
Just in time for my bedtime snack! 
 
Mouse Deer had no room to turn or to run 
From the great cat with the rumbly tum 
He just couldn’t think, he was all of a muddle 
He started to sink in the mud of a puddle 
The puddle that saved him with an idea 
As he spluttered out, Now, you listen here 
I’d love to help out with your little plan 
But I’ve made a promise to the main man 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard his pudding 
Here at my feet, the most elegant dish 
With chocolate sent by the Belgians and Swiss 
Beaten and whipped into a fine mousse 
By a Michelin five-star connoisseur goose 
 
A pudding?? said Tiger Oh, let me have some! 
If it’s good for the King then it’s good for my tum! 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to see 
What the King and the Queen have for their tea! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will the King do? 
I cannot be seen to be giving away 
The pudding I promised him that I would save 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and your great wrath 
 
So Mouse Deer hopped off into the twilight 
The all-stripy cat took an almighty bite 
He soon found out it just wasn’t dessert 
And Mouse Deer called out, It’s your just deserts! 
You wanted to chew on my own flesh and blood 
But your dinner tonight is a mouthful of mud! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit and to seethe 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 
Purple Hippo 
 
And just when the daytime was finally dawning 
The parrots were calling Hello! and Good Morning! 
He caught up and cornered Mouse Deer by a tree 
He roared and he rumbled, angry and hungry 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famous Mouse Deer! 
I’ve nothing but mud in my empty tummy 
And now I’m ready for something more yummy 
You tricked me last night and slipped away fast 
Now it’s time for payback, it’s time for breakfast! 
 
Mouse Deer looked up and had an idea 
And he spluttered out, Now you listen here 
I’d love to help out with your breakfast plan 
But I’ve made a promise to the main man 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard one more thing 
Above you, you’ll see hanging from this tree 
The King’s special gong, entrusted to me 
No one can hit it, it’s quite out of bounds 
No one in the forest knows how it sounds 
That’s how it is and that’s how it will stay 
Not even the Tiger is permitted to play 
 
A gong?? said the Tiger Oh, give me a BONG! 
I promise to be quick, it will not take long 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to hear 
The sound of the gong, oh, let me, Mouse Deer! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will the King do? 
I cannot be seen to be letting you BONG! 
When I promised that I’d be protecting his gong 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and your great wrath 
 
And so Mouse Deer hopped off into the dawn light 
Tiger slapped on the gong with all of his might 
But the sound that it made was not a BONG! 
And that’s when he knew something was quite wrong 
He’d hit on the hive of the deep forest bees 
A crowd of creatures that were not best pleased 
Out they came flying, seething and swarming 
Into the golden bright light of the morning 
They dived and they bombed the orange and black 
Mobbing and stinging that unlucky cat 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, For you, it’s hard cheese! 
You wanted some breakfast, but you’ve got mad bees! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit and to seethe 
 



 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 3 
Purple Hippo 
 
Tiger was fuming and burning with rage 
Searched throughout the forest all day 
The sun was high and the heat was searing 
When he spied Mouse Deer beside a clearing 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famous Mouse Deer! 
I’m sore and I’m battered and covered in lumps 
But I’m sure I’ll be better when I’ve had my lunch! 
 
Mouse Deer heard him and, with a small frown,  
Muttered, Listen, oh Tiger, don’t let this get you down 
I’d love to help out with your lunchtime plan 
But I’ve made a promise to the main man 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard one more thing 
Down here you will see curled on the ground 
The King’s special belt, coiled up in a mound 
You’ll see it’s the finest, he said with a grin 
It’s 100% genuine non-faux snakeskin! 
 
A belt?? said Tiger Oh, let me try it on! 
Just for a minute, it will not take long! 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to see 
If the King’s belt will also fit me! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will the King do? 
He would surely be most royally displeased 
If I gave away his accessories 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and your great wrath 
 
And so Mouse Deer hopped off into the hot sun 
Tiger grabbed the King’s belt and strapped it on 
Oh look, it is magic, it tightens itself! 
It’s truly a belt for those with great wealth! 
But now I hear hissing, which is rather frightening 
And the King’s magic belt just will not stop tightening! 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, You know I’m the trickster! 
And that’s not a belt! No, it’s a constrictor! 
I thought you’d know better, I thought you would know 
Not to play with the pythons in Borneo 
And now I must go and I’ll leave you together 
Next time just check that your belt’s made of leather! 
 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to split and to seethe 
 

 
 
 



Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
 
When Mouse Deer slipped from the village of men 
He skipped through the trees and was surprised 1)___________ 
Fiery eyes glowered on the pathway ahead 
Mouse Deer paused, then softly 2)________; 
TIGER! TIGER! Burning bright!  
In the forest of the 3)_______!  
A magnificent beast, the lord of the jungle 
His teeth shone white, his tummy 4)__________ 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famous Mouse 5)___________! 
We’ve heard that you’ve been to the land of the men 
We’ve heard that you’ve gone and tricked them 6)__________ 
Now I’m so glad to see you are back 
Just in time for my bedtime 7)_________! 
 
Mouse Deer had no room to turn or to run 
From the great cat with the rumbly 8)_________ 
He just couldn’t think, he was all of a muddle 
He started to sink in the mud of a 9) ____________ 
The puddle that saved him with an idea 
As he spluttered out, Now, you listen 10)_________ 
I’d love to help out with your little plan 
But I’ve made a promise to the main 11)________ 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard his 12)_________ 
Here at my feet, the most elegant dish 
With chocolate sent by the Belgians and 13)_________ 
Beaten and whipped into a fine mousse 
By a Michelin five-star connoisseur 14)___________ 
 
A pudding?? said Tiger Oh, let me have some! 
If it’s good for the King then it’s good for my 15)________! 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to see 
What the King and the Queen have for their 16)_________! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will the King 17)_______? 
I cannot be seen to be giving away 
The pudding I promised him that I would 18)_________ 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and your great 19)_________ 
 
So Mouse Deer hopped off into the twilight 
The all-stripy cat took an almighty 20)__________ 
He soon found out it just wasn’t dessert 
And Mouse Deer called out, It’s your just 21)_________! 
You wanted to chew on my own flesh and blood 
But your dinner tonight is a mouthful of 22)_________! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit and to 23)_________ 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
Said deer here bite pudding tummy snack tum rumbled again seethe deserts night wrath tea 
goose when mud man do puddle Swiss save  



 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 – 3-word Gapfill           Purple Hippo 
 
And just when the daytime was finally dawning 
The parrots were calling Hello! 1)________ ________ ________ 
He caught up and cornered Mouse Deer by a tree 
He roared and he rumbled, 2) ________ ________ ________ 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the 3) ________ ________ ________ 
I’ve nothing but mud in my empty tummy 
And now I’m ready for 4) ________ ________ ________ 
You tricked me last night and slipped away fast 
Now it’s time for payback, it’s 5) ________ ________ ________ 
 
Mouse Deer looked up and had an idea 
And he spluttered out, Now 6) ________ ________ ________ 
I’d love to help out with your breakfast plan 
But I’ve made a promise to 7) ________ ________ ________ 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard 8) ________ ________ ________ 
Above you, you’ll see hanging from this tree 
The King’s special gong, 9) ________ ________ ________ 
No one can hit it, it’s quite out of bounds 
No one in the forest knows 10) ________ ________ ________ 
That’s how it is and that’s how it will stay 
Not even the Tiger is 11) ________ ________ ________ 
 
A gong?? said the Tiger Oh, give me a BONG! 
I promise to be quick, it will 12) ________ ________ ________ 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to hear 
The sound of the gong, oh, let 13) ________ ________ ________! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will 14) ________ ________ ________? 
I cannot be seen to be letting you BONG! 
When I promised that I’d be 15) ________ ________ ________ 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and 16) ________ ________ ________ 
 
 
 
 
 



 
And so Mouse Deer hopped off into the dawn light 
Tiger slapped on the gong with all 17) ________ ________ ________ 
But the sound that it made was not a BONG! 
And that’s when he knew something 18) ________ ________ ________ 
He’d hit on the hive of the deep forest bees 
A crowd of creatures that were 19) ________ ________ ________ 
Out they came flying, seething and swarming 
Into the golden bright light 20) ________ ________ ________ 
They dived and they bombed the orange and black 
Mobbing and stinging 21) ________ ________ ________ 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, For you, it’s hard cheese! 
You wanted some breakfast, but you’ve 22) _______ _______ _______! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit 23) ________ ________ ________ 
 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
/and to seethe/ protecting his gong /that unlucky cat /how it sounds/ you listen 
here/ got mad bees /of the morning/  me, Mouse Deer/ one more thing /famous 
Mouse Deer!/ something more yummy /not best pleased/  time for breakfast! 
/of his might / your great wrath /and Good Morning! /the King do /not take long/ 
angry and hungry /was quite wrong/ permitted to play  
/the main man/ entrusted to me 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 3 – Missing letter pairs 
Purple Hippo 
 
Tiger was fuming and b_ _ning with rage 
Searched throu_ _out the forest all day 
The sun was high and the heat was s_ _ring 
When he sp_ _d Mouse Deer beside a clearing 
He licked his lips and s_ _d with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famo_ _ Mouse Deer! 
I’m s_ _e and I’m battered and covered in lumps 
But I’m sure I’ll be better when I’ve had my lun_ _! 
 
Mouse Deer heard him and, with a small fr_ _n,  
Muttered, Li_ _en, oh Tiger, don’t let this get you down 
I’d love to help out with your lunchtime _ _an 
But I’ve made a promise to the m_ _n man 
Greater than you is the tr_ _ Jungle King 
And I have promised to gu_ _d one more thing 
Down here you will see c_ _led on the ground 
The King’s special belt, c_ _led up in a mound 
You’ll s_ _ it’s the finest, he said with a grin 
It’s 100% gen_ _ne non-faux snakeskin! 
 
A be_ _?? said Tiger Oh, let me try it on! 
Just for a minute, it will not take lo_ _! 
Oh, pl_ _se let me try, I so want to see 
If the King’s belt wi_ _ also fit me! 
 
Alr_ _ht, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds _ _t, what will the King do? 
He would surely be most r_ _ally displeased 
If I gave aw_ _ his accessories 
Let’s say you _ _ared me and I scuttled off 
To esc_ _e your great might and your great wrath 
 
And so Mouse Deer ho_ _ed off into the hot sun 
Tiger gra_ _ed the King’s belt and strapped it on 
Oh look, it is magic, it tightens itse_ _! 
It’s truly a belt for _ _ose with great wealth! 
But now I hear hi_ _ing, which is rather frightening 
And the King’s magic belt just will not stop _ _ghtening! 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, You _ _ow I’m the trickster! 
And th_ _’s not a belt! No, it’s a constrictor! 
I thought you’d know be_ _er, I thought you would know 
Not to play with the _ _thons in Borneo 
And now I m_ _t go and I’ll leave you together 
Ne_ _ time just check that your belt’s made of leather! 
 
And o_ _ he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spl_ _ and to seethe 
 
 
/lf/, /ur/, /ai/, /ay/, /lt/, /ai/, /ow/, /gh/, /ur/, /ou/, /ui/, /or/, /ng/, /ig/ /ue/, /pp/, 
/at/, /us/, /us/, /ea/, /ea/, /ti/, /st/, /ss/, /pl/, /oi/, /ch/, /ie/, /ar/, /ee/, /bb/, /ll/, 
/it/, /ap/, /oy/, /ff/, /py/, /sc/, /th/, /kn/, /tt/, /xt/,  



Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Caption ordering for comic strip 
CORRECT ORDER                                                           Purple Hippo 
1) Mouse Deer met Tiger in the 
jungle. Tiger was hungry. 

2) Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s pudding. 
 

3) Tiger tried to bite the pudding, 
but it was just a muddy puddle. 

4) Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s gong. 
 

5) Tiger tried to hit the gong, but it 
was a bees’ nest. 

5) Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s belt. 
 

7) Tiger tried to put on the belt, but 
it was a python. 

8) That was the end of the story. 
Clever Mouse Deer ran away! 
 

 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Caption ordering for comic strip  
MIXED ORDER  FOR STUDENTS                                   Purple Hippo 
A. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s belt. 
 

B. Tiger tried to put on the belt, but 
it was a python. 

C. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s gong. 
 

D. That was the end of the story. 
Clever Mouse Deer ran away! 
 

E. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s pudding. 

F. Mouse Deer met Tiger in the 
jungle. Tiger was hungry. 
 

G. Tiger tried to hit the gong, but it 
was a bees’ nest. 

H. Tiger tried to bite the pudding, 
but it was just a muddy puddle. 
 

 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Caption ordering for comic strip  
MIXED ORDER                                                                Purple Hippo 
A. 6)  B. 7)  
C. 4)  D. 8)  
E. 2)  F. 1)  
G. 5)  H. 3)  
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Caption ordering for comic strip  
MIXED ORDER  FOR STUDENTS                                   Purple Hippo 
A. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s belt. 
 

B. Tiger tried to put on the belt, but 
it was a python. 

C. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s gong. 
 

D. That was the end of the story. 
Clever Mouse Deer ran away! 
 

E. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s pudding. 

F. Mouse Deer met Tiger in the 
jungle. Tiger was hungry. 
 

G. Tiger tried to hit the gong, but it 
was a bees’ nest. 

H. Tiger tried to bite the pudding, 
but it was just a muddy puddle. 
 

 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Caption ordering for comic strip  
MIXED ORDER  FOR STUDENTS                                   Purple Hippo 
A. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s belt. 
 

B. Tiger tried to put on the belt, but 
it was a python. 

C. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s gong. 
 

D. That was the end of the story. 
Clever Mouse Deer ran away! 
 

E. Mouse Deer said he was 
guarding the King’s pudding. 

F. Mouse Deer met Tiger in the 
jungle. Tiger was hungry. 
 

G. Tiger tried to hit the gong, but it 
was a bees’ nest. 

H. Tiger tried to bite the pudding, 
but it was just a muddy puddle. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Crossword 
Purple Hippo 

 
Across  
3. A dessert. A sweet thing that you eat after your main 
meal (7)   
6. The past of take (4) 
7. The past of find (5) 
13. A sweet brown food made from cocoa beans (9) 
14. A meal in the middle of the day (5)  
15. The past of have (3) 
17. Tropical rainforest (6)  
19. The past of shine (5)  
21. A snake that squeezes (11) 
23. A bees’ nest (4) 
25. The past of is (3) 
26. The morning meal (9)  
29. A big cat from Asia (5)  
30. A bee will do this to a predator to defend its hive (5)  
31. The past of catch (6)  
 

Down  
1. The past of can (5) 
2. A ruler who is often married to a queen (4)  
3. A type of snake (6)  
4. A small patch of water on the ground (6)  
5. The sweet liquid that bees make (5)  
8. A big Asian island containing Brunei and parts of Malaysia and 
Indonesia (6)  
9. A big round metal instrument. It’s like a drum on its side (4) 
10. The past of run (3) 
11. The past of think (7) 
12. The past of make (4)  
13. The past of come (4) 
16. The past of say (4) 
18. The past of give (4) 
20. A small clever animal (5,4)  
22. The adjective of Switzerland (5) 
24. Insects that make honey (4)  
26. The adjective of Belgium (7)  
27. The past of hit (3) 
28. A long piece of clothing that stops trousers from falling down (4)  

 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger – Crossword ANSWERS 
Across 3. pudding 6. took 7. found 13. chocolate 14. lunch 15. had 17. jungle 19. shone 21. constrictor 23. hive 25. was 
26. breakfast 29. tiger 30. sting 31. caught  
Down 1. could 2. king 3. python 4. puddle 5. honey 8. borneo 9. gong 10. ran 11. thought 12. made 13. came 16. said 
18. gave 20. mouse deer 22. Swiss 24. bees 26. Belgian 27. hit 28. belt  
 



 Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Wordsearch 
Purple Hippo 

P U O B R E A K F A S T O E T 

M U D M O G G T E O H M T N H 

D G D Y T V N D H T U A O G O 

L A N D C L A I O G L N C N U 

U V O A I M E O T O U G D O G 

N E H U R N K B C S R A N G H 

C S T K T G G O H B S P C I T 

H W Y M S A H O E L G N U J K 

D I P A N C N L E B O R N E O 

L S W W O E G L Y R E G I T Y 

U S I E C I D E M O U S E E B 

O P L W A D N E V I H D A O P 

C G N N U O M D I V E I U I A 

X Y A P H S C A M E V F T J D 

S E L B T Z P H R A R W X N I 

 
 BEES BELGIAN BELT 

BORNEO BREAKFAST CAME 
CAUGHT CHOCOLATE CONSTRICTOR 
COULD DEER FOUND 
GAVE GONG HAD 

HIT HIVE HONEY 
JUNGLE KING LUNCH 
MADE MOUSE PUDDING 

PUDDLE PYTHON RAN 
SAID SHONE STING 

SWISS THOUGHT TIGER 
 



Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 1 GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
 
Verse 1 
When Mouse Deer slipped from the village of men 
He skipped through the trees and was surprised 1)___________ 
Fiery eyes glowered on the path ahead 
Mouse Deer paused and softly 2)________; 
TIGER! TIGER! Burning bright!  
In the forest of the 3)_______!  
Magnificent beast, the lord of the jungle 
His teeth shone white, his tummy 4)__________ 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famous Mouse 5)___________! 
We’ve heard that you’ve been to the land of the men 
We’ve heard that you’ve gone and tricked them 6)__________ 
Now I’m so glad to see you are back 
Just in time for my bedtime 7)_________! 
 
 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
Said deer here bite pudding tummy snack tum rumbled again seethe deserts night wrath tea 
goose when mud man do puddle Swiss save  
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 1 TRUE OR FALSE 
Purple Hippo 
 
1) Mouse Deer was going to the village. 
2) Mouse Deer met Tiger in the village. 
3) Mouse Deer met Tiger in the forest. 
4) Mouse Deer was hungry. 
5) Tiger was hungry. 
6) Mouse Deer was hungry. 
7) Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger. 
8) Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer. 
9) Mouse Deer and Tiger hated the men in the village. 
10) Tiger wanted to eat the men. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 2 GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
 
Verse 2 
Mouse Deer had no room to turn or to run 
From the great cat with the rumbly 7)_________ 
He just couldn’t think, he was all of a muddle 
He started to sink in the mud of a 8) ____________ 
The puddle that saved him with an idea 
As he spluttered out, Now, you listen 9)_________ 
I’d love to help out with your little plan 
But I’ve made a promise to the main 10)________ 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard his 11)_________ 
Here at my feet, the most elegant dish 
With chocolate sent by the Belgians and 12)_________ 
Beaten and whipped into a fine mousse 
By a Michelin five-star connoisseur 13)___________ 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
Said deer here bite pudding tummy snack tum rumbled again seethe deserts night wrath tea 
goose when mud man do puddle Swiss save  
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 2 TRUE OR FALSE 
Purple Hippo 
 
1) Mouse Deer ran away. 
2) Mouse Deer was standing in a muddy puddle. 
3) Mouse Deer said that he was guarding the King’s mud. 
4) Mouse Deer said that the puddle was actually a chocolate pudding. 
5) Mouse Deer said he was going to buy some chocolate. 
6) Mouse Deer said that the Belgians and Swiss sent the chocolate. 
7) Mouse Deer ate the mud. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 3 GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
 
Verse 3 
A pudding?? said Tiger Oh, let me have some! 
If it’s good for the King then it’s good for my 14)________! 
Oh, please let me try, I so want to see 
What the King and the Queen have for their 15)_________! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will the King 16)_______? 
I cannot be seen to be giving away 
The pudding I promised him that I would 17)_________ 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and your great 18)_________ 
 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
Said deer here bite pudding tummy snack tum rumbled again seethe deserts night wrath tea 
goose when mud man do puddle Swiss save  
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 3 TRUE OR FALSE 
Purple Hippo 
 
1) Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer. 
2) Tiger wanted to eat the muddy puddle. 
3) Tiger wanted to eat the chocolate pudding. 
4) Mouse Deer said that he had told the King he would protect the pudding. 
5) Mouse Deer said that he he would run away, then the Tiger could eat the pudding. 
6) Mouse Deer told Tiger to ask the King. 
7) The King came, so Mouse Deer ran away. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 4 GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
 
Verse 4 
So Mouse Deer hopped off into the twilight 
The all-stripy cat took an almighty 19)__________ 
He soon found out it just wasn’t dessert 
And Mouse Deer called out, It’s your just 20)_________! 
You wanted to chew on my own flesh and blood 
But your dinner tonight is a mouthful of 21)_________! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit and to 22)_________ 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
Said deer here bite pudding tummy snack tum rumbled again seethe deserts night wrath tea 
goose when mud man do puddle Swiss save  
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 1, Verse 4 TRUE OR FALSE 
Purple Hippo 
 
1) Tiger bit into Mouse Deer. 
2) Tiger bit into the chocolate pudding. 
3) Tiger bit into the muddy puddle. 
4) Mouse Deer ran away. 
5) Mouse Deer asked Tiger to let him go. 
6) Tiger was happy. 
7) Tiger was angry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger – Part 1  
Purple Hippo 
What happened in Verses 1-4? Look at the pictures and put the words in 
the right order 

 

1) Mouse to eat Deer. Tiger wanted 
1) Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer. 
 
2) puddle.a muddy There was  
2) ____________________________ 
 
3) an idea. had Mouse Deer 
3) ____________________________ 
 

 

 
1) this. I after am looking 
1) ____________________________ 
 
2) King’s pudding. chocolate It is the 
2) ____________________________ 

 

 
1) bye!’, ‘Bye,  Deer. said Mouse 
1) ____________________________ 
 
2) said chocolate’, Tiger. ‘I love 
2) ____________________________ 

Summary. Choose the best option: 
A: Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer, but Mouse Deer said he was guarding the King’s 
chocolate pudding. Tiger wanted to eat the pudding.  
 
B: Tiger wanted to eat the pudding, but Mouse Deer said the King had to eat it first. 
Mouse Deer went to tell the King. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger – Part 2 , Verse 1  GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger into eating some mud. Tiger was angry and 
followed him through the forest all night. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. 
 
And just when the daytime was finally dawning 
The parrots were calling Hello! 1)________ ________ ________ 
He caught up and cornered Mouse Deer by a tree 
He roared and he rumbled, 2) ________ ________ ________ 
He licked his lips and said with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the 3) ________ ________ ________ 
I’ve nothing but mud in my empty tummy 
And now I’m ready for 4) ________ ________ ________ 
You tricked me last night and slipped away fast 
Now it’s time for payback, it’s 5) ________ ________ ________ 
 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
something more yummy / and Good Morning! / time for breakfast! /  angry 
and hungry / famous Mouse Deer! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger – Part 2 , Verse 2  GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
Tiger found Mouse Deer in the morning and wanted to eat him for breakfast. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. Remember that every answer rhymes with the line 
before it. 
Mouse Deer looked up and had an idea 
And he spluttered out, Now 6) D. you listen here 
I’d love to help out with your breakfast plan 
But I’ve made a promise to 7) ________ ________ ________ 
Greater than you is the true Jungle King 
And I have promised to guard 8) ________ ________ ________ 
Above you, you’ll see hanging from this tree 
The King’s special gong, 9) ________ ________ ________ 
No one can hit it, it’s quite out of bounds 
No one in the forest knows 10) ________ ________ ________ 
That’s how it is and that’s how it will stay 
Not even the Tiger is 11) ________ ________ ________ 

Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
A. permitted to play /  B. one more thing / C. entrusted to me / D. you listen here E. 
how it sounds / F. the main man 

  
Question: 
Mouse Deer says he is guarding the King’s gong, but he is playing a trick. 
1) It’s not a gong. What is it? Answer: _______________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger – Part 2 , Verses 3 and 4  GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. Remember that every answer rhymes with the 
line before it. 
 
A gong?? said the Tiger Oh, give me a BONG! 
I promise to be quick, it will 12) B. not take long  
Oh, please let me try, I so want to hear 
The sound of the gong, oh, let 13) ________ ________ ________! 
 
Alright, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds out, what will 14) ________ ________ ________? 
I cannot be seen to be letting you BONG! 
When I promised that I’d be 15) ________ ________ ________ 
Let’s say you scared me and I scuttled off 
To escape your great might and 16) ________ ________ ________ 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
 
A. the King do / B. not take long / C. your great wrath /  
D. me, Mouse Deer  / E. protecting his gong 
 
Question: 
Mouse Deer says he is guarding the King’s gong, but he is playing a trick. 
 
1) What will the Tiger do next? Answer: ______________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger – Part 2 , Verses 5 and 6  GAPFILL 
Purple Hippo 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. Remember that every answer rhymes with the line 
before it. 
 
And so Mouse Deer hopped off into the dawn light 
Tiger slapped on the gong with all 17) F. of his might 
But the sound that it made was not a BONG! 
And that’s when he knew something 18) _______ _______ _______ 
He’d hit on the hive of the deep forest bees 
A crowd of creatures that were 19) ________ ________ ________ 
Out they came flying, seething and swarming 
Into the golden bright light 20) ________ ________ ________ 
They dived and they bombed the orange and black 
Mobbing and stinging 21) ________ ________ ________ 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, For you, it’s hard cheese! 
You wanted some breakfast, but you’ve 22) ______ ______ ______! 
And off he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spit 23) ________ ________ ________ 
 
Mouse Deer and the Tiger - Part 2 GAPFILL MISSING WORDS 
A. that unlucky cat  / B. not best pleased  / C. got mad bees   
/ D. and to seethe / E. was quite wrong / F. of his might / G. of the morning   

  
Question: What happened when Tiger hit the beehive? 
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Mouse Deer and Tiger – The Gong 
Purple Hippo 
What happened with the Gong? Look at the pictures and put the words in the right order 

 

1) Mouse to eat Deer. Tiger wanted 
1) Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer. 
 
2) saw Mouse beehive. Deer a  
2) ____________________________ 
 
3) an idea. had Mouse Deer 
3) ____________________________ 
 

 

 
4) this. I after am looking 
4) ____________________________ 
 
5) King’s It the gong. is  
5) ____________________________ 

 

 
6) bye!’, ‘Bye,  Deer. said Mouse 
6) ____________________________ 
 
7) Tiger. to gong’, hit ‘I want the said  
7) _____________________________ 
 

 

 
8) stinging ‘Oh bees are no! The me!’ 
8) _____________________________ 
 
9) at Mouse Tiger. Deer laughed  
9) ____________________________ 

Summary. Choose the best option: 
A: Tiger wanted to eat some honey, so Mouse Deer told him to hit the hive. Tiger was surprised 
when the bees attacked him.  
B: Tiger wanted to eat Mouse Deer, but Mouse Deer said he was guarding the King’s gong and 
nobody could hit it. Tiger wanted to hit the gong.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mouse Deer and Tiger Part 3 – Missing letter pairs 
Purple Hippo 
In the morning, Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger into hitting the beehive. Tiger 
was angry and followed him through the forest until lunchtime. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. 
 
Tiger was fuming and b_ _ning with rage 
Searched throu_ _out the forest all day 
The sun was high and the heat was s_ _ring 
When he sp_ _d Mouse Deer beside a clearing 
He licked his lips and s_ _d with a sneer 
What do you know, it’s the famo_ _ Mouse Deer! 
I’m s_ _e and I’m battered and covered in lumps 
But I’m sure I’ll be better when I’ve had my lun_ _! 
 
Choose from the following letter pairs: 
/lf/, /ur/, /ai/, /ay/, /lt/, /ai/, /ow/, /gh/, /ur/, /ou/, /ui/, /or/, /ng/, /ig/ /ue/, /pp/, /at/, /us/, /us/, /ea/, /ea/, 
/ti/, /st/, /ss/, /pl/, /oi/, /ch/, /ie/, /ar/, /ee/, /bb/, /ll/, /it/, /ap/, /oy/, /ff/, /py/, /sc/, /th/, /kn/, /tt/, /xt/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger Part 3 – Missing letter pairs 
Purple Hippo 
In the morning, Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger into hitting the beehive. Tiger was angry and 
followed him through the forest until lunchtime. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. 
 
Mouse Deer heard him and, with a small fr_ _n,  
Muttered, Li_ _en, oh Tiger, don’t let this get you down 
I’d love to help out with your lunchtime _ _an 
But I’ve made a promise to the m_ _n man 
Greater than you is the tr_ _ Jungle King 
And I have promised to gu_ _d one more thing 
Down here you will see c_ _led on the ground 
The King’s special belt, c_ _led up in a mound 
You’ll s_ _ it’s the finest, he said with a grin 
It’s 100% gen_ _ne non-faux snakeskin! 
 

 
Choose from the following letter pairs: 
/lf/, /ur/, /ai/, /ay/, /lt/, /ai/, /ow/, /gh/, /ur/, /ou/, /ui/, /or/, /ng/, /ig/ /ue/, /pp/, /at/, /us/, /us/, /ea/, /ea/, 
/ti/, /st/, /ss/, /pl/, /oi/, /ch/, /ie/, /ar/, /ee/, /bb/, /ll/, /it/, /ap/, /oy/, /ff/, /py/, /sc/, /th/, /kn/, /tt/, /xt/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Mouse Deer and Tiger Part 3 – Missing letter pairs 
Purple Hippo 
In the morning, Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger into hitting the beehive. Tiger was angry and 
followed him through the forest until lunchtime. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. 
 
A be_ _?? said Tiger Oh, let me try it on! 
Just for a minute, it will not take lo_ _! 
Oh, pl_ _se let me try, I so want to see 
If the King’s belt wi_ _ also fit me! 
 
Alr_ _ht, my dear Tiger, just once for you 
But if he finds _ _t, what will the King do? 
He would surely be most r_ _ally displeased 
If I gave aw_ _ his accessories 
Let’s say you _ _ared me and I scuttled off 
To esc_ _e your great might and your great wrath 
 

 
Choose from the following letter pairs: 
/lf/, /ur/, /ai/, /ay/, /lt/, /ai/, /ow/, /gh/, /ur/, /ou/, /ui/, /or/, /ng/, /ig/ /ue/, /pp/, /at/, /us/, /us/, /ea/, /ea/, 
/ti/, /st/, /ss/, /pl/, /oi/, /ch/, /ie/, /ar/, /ee/, /bb/, /ll/, /it/, /ap/, /oy/, /ff/, /py/, /sc/, /th/, /kn/, /tt/, /xt/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Mouse Deer and Tiger Part 3 – Missing letter pairs 
Purple Hippo 
In the morning, Mouse Deer had tricked Tiger into hitting the beehive. Tiger was angry and 
followed him through the forest until lunchtime. 
Choose the answers, then listen and check. 
And so Mouse Deer ho_ _ed off into the hot sun 
Tiger gra_ _ed the King’s belt and strapped it on 
Oh look, it is magic, it tightens itse_ _! 
It’s truly a belt for _ _ose with great wealth! 
But now I hear hi_ _ing, which is rather frightening 
And the King’s magic belt just will not stop _ _ghtening! 
 
And Mouse Deer called out, You _ _ow I’m the trickster! 
And th_ _’s not a belt! No, it’s a constrictor! 
I thought you’d know be_ _er, I thought you would know 
Not to play with the _ _thons in Borneo 
And now I m_ _t go and I’ll leave you together 
Ne_ _ time just check that your belt’s made of leather! 
 
And o_ _ he ran through the green leaves 
Leaving the tiger to spl_ _ and to seethe 

 
Choose from the following letter pairs: 
/lf/, /ur/, /ai/, /ay/, /lt/, /ai/, /ow/, /gh/, /ur/, /ou/, /ui/, /or/, /ng/, /ig/ /ue/, /pp/, /at/, /us/, /us/, /ea/, /ea/, 
/ti/, /st/, /ss/, /pl/, /oi/, /ch/, /ie/, /ar/, /ee/, /bb/, /ll/, /it/, /ap/, /oy/, /ff/, /py/, /sc/, /th/, /kn/, /tt/, /xt/ 
 
 
 
 


